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A Proportional Valve for the Glass
Industry 4.0
Dr. Mihály Jakob*, Mark
Entwistle** and Anton
Ivanov*** discuss how
the Proportional Valve
Gen 4.0 is the first of its
kind to bring smart
functionality into world
of proportional valves.

P

roportional valves are the stateof-the-art way for forming glass
containers in press-blow, narrow
neck press-blow and blow-blow processes
in
glass
container
manufacturing
machinery. The valves play a crucial
part in the manufacturing process by
controlling an exact pressure downstream
of the valve executing different functions.
Proportional valves of all manufacturers
are a black-box, executing their basic
function without providing detailed
information about their state or about
the state of the manufacturing process,
except for a simple output of the current
downstream pressure.
The Ross Proportional Valve Gen 4.0
is the first of its kind to bring smart
functionality into world of proportional
valves.
Proportional valves are used by
most glass machine manufacturers for
functions like plunger-up, counter-blow
on the blank side or final-blow or finishcooling on the blow side of glass container
manufacturing machines.
The correct function of the valve,
precisely and quickly controlling a
desired downstream pressure, has a direct
effect on the quality of the manufactured
glass container.
A potential problem with the valve,
for example dirt on the inside, or a
problem with the machine, e.g., leakage
downstream the valve, can only be
detected by recognising product defects.

The usual reaction of maintenance
personnel is to stop the effected section
of the machine causing faulty products and analyse the situation. In most
cases a suspected component, e.g., the
proportional valve, is replaced and the
section is switched back on in order to
check whether the replacement valve has
solved the problem.

� The valve features self-diagnosis features
such as pressure build up analysis.

Maintenance personnel is forced to do
this, because they have no other way to
detect the source of the problem.
This procedure is of course far from
optimal, because stopping a section is a

partial downtime of the machine resulting
in less produced glass containers.
Ross Europa, a 100% subsidiary of
Ross Controls has developed the Ross
Proportional Valve Gen 4.0 that solves
this dilemma completely by offering
comprehensive real-time monitoring and
analysis capabilities integrated into the
valve.
The valve features an LED for
optical signalling of its state and also a
communication interface for complete
integration with the control system of the
glass manufacturing machine.
For the first time the Ross Proportional
Valve Gen 4.0 facilitates predictive
maintenance. Problems can be detected
before they cause production defects.
To this end, the proportional valve
is able to identify different possible
problems, signal them to maintenance
personnel or to the control system and
is also capable of compensating for some
problems to a certain degree.
The Ross Proportional Valve Gen 4.0
offers three categories of smart features.
First, a set of Self Diagnosis features make
sure that the valve constantly monitors
its own state and reacts to or reports
anomalies.
An example of a self-diagnosis feature
is the monitoring of the downstream
pressure build up. The valve is able to
measure the speed of the pressure build
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� The Ross Proportional Valve Gen 4.0.
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up and determine whether it is in the
required speed range. If it is not, the
valve can give a signal to maintenance
personnel or to the control system and
to a certain degree it can compensate for
the problem by adjusting its regulation
parameters.
Secondly, a set of System Diagnosis
features monitor external factors such
as voltage supply, upstream pressure and
the ambient temperature.
An example of a system-diagnosis
feature is the monitoring of the external
supply voltage, which the valve measures
and determines whether it is in the
allowed range. If it is outside the specified
range, the valve can provide a signal
to maintenance personnel or to the
control system and to a certain degree
it can compensate for the deviation by
adjusting its solenoid control parameters.
Finally, a set of Communication
features make sure that the state of
the valve is continuously known to
maintenance personnel and to the
control system. On the top of the valve
there is a tri-colour LED which lights
green if every monitored value is inside
specified parameters.
The LED flashes red if there is a problem
indicating the specific problem using a
simple numbering scheme. The valve
also provides a communication interface,
which is one of the most important new
features.
The communication interface of the
new Ross Proportional Valve Gen 4.0 is
bus system using RS485 and Modbus.
All proportional valves of a glass
container manufacturing machine can
be connected by a single communication
bus to the ROSS Proportional Valve
Diagnostics Tablet or to the machine’s
control system.
The diagnostic tablet has a set of
innovative features, which allows the
machine operator to fully monitor the
val-ves and their pressure regulation
process.
First, the diagnostics tablet provides a
live overview of all valves installed on the
machine indicating their state.
So if the valve detects a process error,
the valve state indicator turns red and
the machine operator can investigate the
problem by examining data, provided by
the valve, more thoroughly.
To this end, the diagnostics tablet can
provide a great deal of information about
the valve itself and the process including
general valve metadata like valve type,
serial number or production date and of
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causes machine downtime.
This is how machine operators can
apply predictive maintenance with Ross’
new valve generation.
The described features are only selected
examples from a larger feature set that
will be available to our customers.

Conclusion

� It also includes system diagnosis features
such as supply voltage analysis.

course the list of all current warnings and
errors.
Also, the diagnostics tablet can display
live process data continuously acquired
from the valve (e.g., a graph of the
working pressure).
Secondly, the diagnostics tablet can
continuously monitor the state of all
valves on the machine.
If one of the valves detects a problem,
the diagnostics tablet creates a log entry
with a timestamp and also reads process
data (working pressure, supply pressure,
supply voltage, etc.) from the valve and
stores it for later review.
Thus, at any point in the future the
machine operator will know which valve
reported what problem and when did it
do so. Note that, monitoring parameters
for different process values can be set with
the diagnostics tablet individually and if
the valve signals an error, our experience
shows, that in most cases it won’t be a
failing of the valve itself but rather an
external process issue (e.g., insufficient
pressure or voltage supply).
As a matter of fact, it is advisable to
set monitoring parameters in a fashion,
so that resulting errors indicate the
beginning of a possible problem which
can be solved before it gets critical and

Ultimately, the new Ross Proportional
Valve Gen 4.0 brings along a set of new
capabilities that makes it unique amongst
competitor products.
For the first time, maintenance
personnel and the control system of a
glass container manufacturing machine
can monitor the state of a proportional
valve in real time allowing them to
identify potential problems before they
result in product defects and unnecessary
machine downtime, thereby optimising
the glass container manufacturing
process and avoiding unnecessary costs.
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� Monitoring can take place with Ross’
diagnostics tablet

